This paper develops and estimates a continuous-time model of the term structure of interests under regime shifts. The model features an analytically simple representation of Markov regime shifts that helps elucidate the effect of regime shifts on the yield curve and give a clear interpretation of regime-switching risk premiums. The model falls within the broad class of essentially affine models with a closed form solution of the yield curve, yet it is flexible enough to accommodate priced regime-switching risk, time-varying transition probabilities, regime-dependent mean reversion coefficients as well as stochastic volatilities within each regime. A two-factor version of the model is implemented using Efficient Method of Moments. Empirical results show that the model can account for many salient features of the yield curve in the U.S. JEL Classification: G12, E43, E52 Key Words: the term structure of interest rates, regime switching, marked point process, efficient method of moment.
Introduction
Economic theories relate asset prices, and interest rates in particular, to either observable or latent variables that summarize the state of the aggregate economy. Since one important characteristic of the aggregate economy is the recurrent shifts between distinct phases of the business cycle, economists have long used models that incorporate Markov regime shifts to describe the stochastic behavior of interest rates. Some examples include Hamilton (1988) , Lewis (1991) , Cecchetti, Lam, and Mark (1993) , Sola and Driffill (1994) , Garcia and Perron (1996) , Gary (1996) and Ang and Bekaert (2002a) among others. Typically these studies model the short-term interest rate as a stochastic process with time-varying parameters that are driven by a Markov state variable. Long-term interest rates can then related to the short rate through the expectation hypothesis. Results from these studies suggest that regime-switching models in general have better empirical performance than their single-regime counterparts. Regime-switching models are shown to be able to capture the non-linearities in the drift and volatility function of the short rate found in non-parametric models (Ang and Bekaert (2002b) ).
The success of these empirical studies have motivated a growing literature that examine the impact of regime shifts on the entire yield curve using dynamic term structure models. of the state variables, but also regime-switching risk should be priced in dynamic term structure models. Using monthly data on the U.S. Treasury zero-coupon bond yields, they show that the priced regime-switching risk plays a critical role in capturing the time variations in the expected excess bond returns. These studies all use discrete-time models.
In this paper we contribute to this literature by developing and estimating a continuous-time model of the term structure of interests under regime shifts. One challenge to the empirical studies of regime-switching models, as pointed out by Dai, Singleton and Yang (2007) , is tractability.
The model in the present paper features an analytically simple representation of Markov regime shifts that helps elucidate the effect of regime shifts on the yield curve and give a clear interpretation of regime-switching risk premiums. The model falls within the broad class of affine models of Duffie and Kan (1996) , Dai and Singleton (2000) and Duffie (2002) with a closed form solution of the yield curve, yet it is flexible enough to accommodate priced regime-switching risk, time-varying transition probabilities, regimedependent mean reversion coefficients as well as stochastic volatilities within each regime. The model implies that bond risk premiums include two components under regime shifts. One is a regime-dependent risk premium due to diffusion risk. The other is a regime-switching risk premium that depends on the covariations between the discrete changes in bond prices and the stochastic discount factor across different regimes. This new component of the term premiums is associated with the systematic risk of recurrent shifts in bond prices (or interest rates) due to regime changes and is an important factor that affects bond returns.
One stylized fact about the term structure of interest rates is that longterm rates do not attenuate in volatility. In the standard affine models, volatility of interest rates depends the factor loadings, which can converge to zero quickly unless the underlying state variables are very persistent (under the risk-neutral probability measure). The model in the present paper shows that regime shifts introduce an additional source of volatility that can equally affect both the short and the long end of the yield curve. Therefore the model is able to generate volatile long-term interest rates even when the underlying state variables are not very persistent.
Other continuous-time term structure models under regime shifts include Landen (2000) which uses a similar representation for Markov regime shifts as that in the current paper. Landen (2000) , however, only solves the term structure of interest rates under the risk-neutral probability measure, and is silent on the market price of risk. Dai In order to obtain a simple and closed-form solution of the yield curve, we first show that Markov regime shifts can be modeled as a marked point process. 1 The main advantage of this new representation of regime shifts is that it allows us to elucidates the role of regime shifts in determining the term structure of interest rates with a clear interpretation of the regimeswitching risk premiums.
We assume that there are N possible regimes and denote S(t) as the regime at time t. Let the mark space U = {1, 2, ..., N } be all possible regimes with the power σ-algebra. We denote u as a generic point in U and A as a subset of U . A market point process or a random counting measure, m(t, A), is defined as the total number of times we enter a regime that belongs to A during (0, t]. For example, m(t, {u}) simply counts the total number of times we enter regime u during (0, t]. We also define η as the usual counting measure on U with the following two properties: For
e. η(A) counts the number of elements in A)
and A f (u)η(du) = u∈A f (u).
The marked point process defined above, m(t, ·), can be uniquely characterized by a stochastic intensity kernel, 2 which is assumed to be
1 In the context of continuous-time models, Landen (2000) also uses a marked point process to represent Markov regime shifts in her model of the term structure of interest rates. However, we use a different construction of the mark space that simplifies the corresponding random measure. Other approaches to regime shifts include Hidden Markov Models (e.g. Elliott et al. (1995) ) and the Conditional Markov Chain models (e.g. Yin and Zhang (1998) ). An application of Hidden Markov Models to the term structure of interest rates can be found in Elliott and Mamon (2001) . Rutkowski (2000, 2001) are examples of the application of conditional Markov Chain models to the term structure of interest rates.
2 See Last and Brandt (1995) for detailed discussion of marked point process, stochastic intensity kernel and related results.
where X(t) is a vector of other continuous state variables to be specified below; h(u, S(t−), X(t)) is the conditional regime-shift (from regime S(t−) to u) intensity at time t (we assume h(u, S(t−), X(t)) is bounded). The N × N conditional intensity matrix of regime-switching is H(X(t)) = {h(j, i, X(t))} with h(i, j, X(t)) = 0 when i = j. Heuristically, γ m (dt, du) can be thought of as the (time-varying) conditional probability of shifting from Regime S(t−)
to Regime u during [t−, t + dt) given X(t) and S(t−). Note that γ m (t, A), the compensator of m(t, A), 3 can be written as
With the market point process appropriately defined, we now can represent the regime, S(t), as an integral along m(·, ·)
Note that m(dτ, du) is 0 most of time and only becomes 1 at a regimeswitching time t i with u = S(t i ), the new regime at time t i . In other words, the above expression is equivalent to a telescoping sum:
We can also describe the evolution of regimes S(t) in a differential form
To see the above differential equation is valid, assuming there is a regime
Alternatively, we can express dS(t) as
where γ m (dt, du) is the intensity kernel of m(dt, du). And by construction
is a matingale error term, and hence can be thought of as a regime-switching shock whereas the first term is the conditional expectation of dS(t). 4 
Other state variables
We assume that, in addition to the Markov regime-switching variable
there are L other continuous state variables represented by a L × 1 vector X(t). Without loss of generality we assume that X(t) is given by the following stochastic differential equation
where
L × 1 vector of independent standard Brownian motions. Note that in this specification, both the drift term Θ(·, ·) and the diffusion term Σ(·, ·) are regime dependent. This general specification also allows stochastic volatility within each regime. The time-path of X(t), however, is continuous. 5 
The term structure of interest rates
Let M (t) denote the pricing kernel. 6 We assume that M (t) is given by
where r(t) is the instantaneous short-term interest rate,
vector of market prices of diffusion risk, and λ S (u, S, X) is the market price of regime-switching (from regime S(t−) to regime u) risk given X t . The interpretations for λ D and λ S will become much clearer from the discussions below. 7 Note that the explicit solution for M (t) can be obtained by Doleans-Dade exponential formula (Protter, 2003) as follows
The term structure of interest rates can be solved by a change of probability measure. We first obtain the following two lemmas. The first lemma characterizes the equivalent martingale measure under which the yield curve is determined. The second lemma obtains the dynamic of the state variables under the equivalent martingale measure.
Lemma 1 For fixed T > 0, the equivalent martingale measure Q can be 6 Absence of arbitrage is sufficient for the existence of the pricing kernel under certain technical conditions, as pointed out by Harrison and Kreps (1979) 7 Wu and Zeng (2005) provides a general equilibrium interpretation of the regimeswitching risk.
defined by the Radon-Nikodym derivative below 
Brownian motion andm(t, A) is a marked point process with intensity matrix
Note that the compensator ofm(t, A) under Q becomes
In the absence of arbitrage, the price at time t− of a default-free pure discount bond that matures at T , P (t−, T ), can be obtained as
with the boundary condition P (T, T ) = 1. The last equality comes from the Markov property of (X(t), S(t)). Without loss of generality, let P (t−, T ) = f (t, X(t), S(t−), T ). The following proposition gives the partial differential equation determining the bond price.
Proposition 1
The price of the default-free pure discount bond f (t, X, S, T ) defined in (11) satisfies the following partial differential equation
with the boundary condition f (T, X, S, T ) = 1, where
Bond risk premiums under regime shifts
In general equation (12) 
Using (12), Lemma 2 as well as the definition of γ m (dt, du) in Equation
(1), we can easily obtain
The left-hand side of (14) gives the (instantaneous) expected excess return on a zero-coupon bond, or risk premium. The equation shows that the bond risk premium includes two components under regime shifts. Conditional on regime S, the first term is the minus of the covariance between the bond return, df /f , and the change in the pricing kernel, dM/M , which can be interpreted as investors' marginal utility growth, due to shocks dW (t) (see Equation (6) for the specification of M (t)). We refer to this term in this paper as the diffusion risk premium. This risk premium is in general timevarying due to the presence of X(t) and S(t) in Σ and λ D . 8 Equation (14) shows clearly that, compared to single-regime models in which the diffusion risk premium depends only on X(t), regime shifts introduces an additional 
Equation (6), whereas
has a similar interpretation in Equation (13) .
Also recall that h(u, X, S) is the regime-switching intensity (from S to u).
Therefore U
is again the minus of the covariance between the bond return, df /f , and the change of the pricing kernel, dM/M , or the marginal utility growth, under a regime-switching shock m(dt, du)−γ m (dt, du) given X(t) and S(t−). We refer to this second component as the regime-switching risk premium. This risk premium is present not 8 It is possible that only because regime shifts have a direct impact on the bond price,
f , but also because regime shifts have a direct impact, −λ S , on the pricing kernel or investors' marginal utility. As in the case of the diffusion risk premium, if the regime-switching shocks generate movements in the bond return and the pricing kernel (or marginal utility) in the same direction, the covariance is positive and the risk premium is negative as the bond offers investors a hedge against the risk of regime shifts. On the other hand, If regime shifts generate movements in the bond return and the pricing kernel (or marginal utility) in the opposite directions, the covariance is negative and the risk premium will be positive. In this case, regime shifts make the bond risky because they decrease the asset's return when investors' marginal utility is high.
In some regime-switching models such as Bansal and Zhou (2002) , however, it is assumed that regime-switching risk is not priced by fixing λ S at zero. The assumption is equivalent to assume that regime-switching is not an aggregate risk, and therefore the regime-switching shock m(dt, du) − γ m (dt, du) doesn't have a any impact on dM M given X and S (see Equation (6) ). Since most empirical regime-switching models are motivated by business cycle fluctuations or shifts in monetary policies, it seems important to treat regime shifts as an aggregate risk. Some empirical results such as those from Dai, Singleton and Yang (2007) , suggest that λ S not only is statistically significant, but also economically important.
Finally, as we can see from Equation (14), the regime-switching risk premium is in general time-varying. This is simply because both the market price of regime-switching risk λ S and the regime-switching intensity h can depend on state variables X(t) and S(t). Moreover, as we will show below, the term
f is also time-varying even in affine models, unlike the constant term 1 f ∂f ∂X in the diffusion risk premium. This property of regime-switching risk premium adds another flexibility to models with multiple regimes.
An affine regime-switching model
To further illustrate the effects of regime shifts on the term structure of interest rates, we resort to the tractable specifications of affine models that have been widely used in the empirical studies. Duffie and Kan (1996) More specifically, we make the following parametric assumptions:
where λ 0,D (S t− ) is a L×1 vector, and λ 1,D is a L×L matrix that is constant across regimes.
(6) The instantaneous short-term interest r(t−) is a linear function of the state variables X(t) given S(t−)
where ψ 0 (S) is a regime-dependent constant and ψ 1 is a L × 1 vector of constants that are independent of regimes. 9
The first three assumptions are about the dynamics of the state variables.
For X(t), Assumption (1) and (2) implies that its drift and volatility terms are all affine functions of X t conditional on regimes. In particular X(t) is given by
Under this specification, the mean-reversion coefficient and the "steadystate" value of X(t) are given by −Θ 1 (S) and −Θ 1 (S) −1 Θ 0 (S), both can shift across regimes. Moreover, the model also has a flexible specification for the volatility of X(t) with regime specific σ 0,i (S) and stochastic volatility in each regime σ 1,i X(t). Some empirical studies have shown that inflation in the U.S. has become less volatile and less persistent in recent years compared to earlier periods, probably due to a combination of the moderation of output volatility and changes in the monetary policy that has provided a better anchor for long-run inflation expectations. If the latent factors in X(t) are to capture the fundamental driving forces in the economy, it is important to allow this kind of regime shifts in an empirical model of the term structure of interest rates. 10
Assumption (3) implies that the log intensity of regime shifts is an affine function of the state variable X t conditional on regimes. This assumption ensures the positivity of the intensity function and also allows the transition probability to be time-varying.
The next two assumptions deal with the market prices of risk. In the standard affine models, the market price of (diffusion) risk is assumed to be proportional to the volatility of the state variable X t . Such a structure is intuitive: risk compensation goes to zero as risk goes to zero. However, since variances are nonnegative, this specification limits the variation of the compensations that investors anticipate to receive when encountering a risk.
More precisely, since the compensation is bounded below by zero, it cannot change sign over time. This restriction, however, is relaxed in the essentially affine models of Duffee (2002) . Dai and singleton (2002) argues that this extension is crucial for empirical models to account for the failure of the expectation theory of the term structure of interest rates.
Following this literature, we use a similar specification as that of essentially affine models for the market price of the diffusion risk in Assumption (4), but with an extension to include multiple regimes. Under this assumption, conditional on regimes, the diffusion risk premium of bonds will be
linear function of the state variable X(t). Moreover Assumption (4) implies that, from
Lemma 2, λ 1,D is the risk neutral mean reversion coefficient of X(t), which is assumed to be constant across regimes. It turns out this is one of the crucial conditions that are necessary for obtaining closed form solutions of the term structure of interest rates under regime shifts. 11 10 In order to obtain a closed form solution of the term structure of interest rates, we need to restrict σ 1 to be constant across regimes. 11 In the regime switching model of Bansal and Zhou (2002) , the risk-neutral mean reversion coefficient is allowed to shift across regimes. But the term structure of interest For the market price of regime switching risk λ S , Assumption (5) postulates that, conditional on regimes, 1 − λ S is proportional to the inverse of regime-switching intensity. Under this assumption, λ S can be time-varying, and the higher the regime-switching intensity, the higher the risk compensation. We restrict λ S to take this particular form because it implies that the risk neutral regime-switching intensity is constant conditional on regimes,
. This is another restriction we need to impose on the model in order to obtain a closed-form solution of the term structure of interest rates. (1)- (6) , the price at time t− of a default-free pure discount bond with maturity τ is given by P (t−, τ ) = e A(τ,S t− )+B(τ ) X t and the τ -period interest rate is given by
Proposition 2 Under the assumption
, where
and A(τ, S) and B(τ, S) are given by the following ordinary integral-differential equations
and
with boundary conditions A(0, S) = 0 and B(0) = 0, where
, and Σ 1 and Σ 0 (S) are L × L matrices given by
rates can only be solved analytically under log linear approximation.
The effects of regime shifts on the yield curve
With the analytical solution in Proposition 2, we can now further illustrate the effects of regime shifts on the term structure of interest rates. First, the general result for bond risk premiums in Equation (14) is now simplified as
As in Equation (14), the first term on the right hand side of equation (20) is the diffusion risk premium and the second term is the regime-switching risk premium. In the standard affine models without regime shifts, the risk premium is determined by a linear function of the state variable is not restricted to be zero. 13 Equation (20) shows that this extension provides an additional flexibility for the model to account for time-varying risk premiums observed in the data, because the second-term on the righthand side of Equation (20) is a highly non-linear function of the state variable X(t) even conditional on regimes. The equation also shows that the regime-switching risk, λ S , directly affects the term structure of interest rates through the intercept term, A(τ, S), 14 , while the diffusion risk, λ D , affect the yield curve through the factor loading, B(τ ).
One caveat of the affine models such as the one obtained in Proposition 2, however, is the tension between the transition probabilities between regimes and the market price of regime-switching risk. To obtain a closed form solution, affine models have to restrict the transition probabilities across regimes under the risk neutral probability measure to be constant. In other
words,h(u, S(t−), X(t)) needs to be independent of X(t).
In Equation (20) , that term is given by e φ(u,S t− ) . On the other hand, the transition probabilities under the the physical measure, h(u, S(t−), X(t)), are given by e h 0 (u;S t− )+h 1 (u;S t− )X t in Equation (20) . If the model allows the transition probabilities under the physical measure to be time varying, i.e. h 1 = 0, as many regime-switching models do, 15 we would impose that the regimeswitching risk is priced. This is because λ S (u, S, X)h(u, S, X) = h(u, S, X)− h(u, X, S), and in affine models λ S (u, S, X)h(u, S, X) = e h 0 (u;S t− )+h 1 (u;S t− )Xt − e φ(u,S t− ) , which implies that λ S (u, S, X) is not zero and must be time-varying as well. It is possible to loose this restriction with more general models (i.e.
with time-varying regime-switching probabilities and zero market price of regime-switching risk), but probably at the cost of not being able to obtain 13 In Ang and Bekeart (2007), however, the market price of regime-switching risk is not explicitly defined. λS(u, S, X) can be derived from the specification of the pricing kernel.
14 Of course, A(τ, S) also depends on the factor loading B(τ ) through the differential equation (18) 15 Hamilton (1989) and Filardo (1994) are examples of regime-switching models of business cycles with time-varying transitions probabilities. In regime-switching models of interest rates, time-varying transition probabilities are assumed in Gary (1996), Boudoukh et al. 
R(t, τ ) ≈ −
A(τ ) τ + X(t). Long-term interest rates would be as volatile as short-term interest rates. But note that λ 1,D is the mean reversion coefficient of the state variable X(t) under the risk-neutral probability measure. The requirement that λ 1,D ≈ 0, therefore, is to assume that X(t) is close to a unit root process under the risk-neutral probability measure.
In models with regime shifts, −

A(τ,S(t−)) τ is stochastic and adds another source of volatility for the interest rate R(t, τ ). Since the volatility of −
A(τ,S(t−)) τ
will not attenuate, this would translate directly into the volatility of long-term interest rates even if λ 1,D 0.
3 Empirical results
Data and Summary Statistics
The data used in this study are monthly interest rates from June 1964
to December 2001 obtained from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP). 16 These are yields on zero-coupon bonds extracted from U.S. Treasury securities. There are eight interest rates with maturities ranging from 1 month to 5 years. Table 1 contains their summary statistics. We can see that the yield curve is on average upward-sloping and the large skewness and kurtosis suggest significant departure from Gaussian distribution.
As Timmermann (2000) shows, Markov switching models can generate such large skewness and kurtosis. Another feature of the data is that long-term interest rates (for example, the 5-year rate) are almost as volatile as the 1-month rate. Moreover, volatilities of the interest rates have a hump-shaped structure as noted in Dai, Singelton and Yang (2007). The standard deviation increases from 2.45% for the 1-month rate to 2.60% for the 6-month rate, and then declines to 2.32% for the 5-year rate. Also note that all interest rates are very persistent with high auto-correlation coefficients. The 6-month and 5-year rate are plotted in Figure 1 .
We report in Table 2 the results from the standard regressions regarding the expectation hypothesis, which states that a long-term interest rate is just the average of the expected short-term interest rate over the life of the long-term bond. The regression used to test this hypothesis is
where R k t is the k-period interest rate at time t. Under the null hypothesis of the expectation theory, β ij = 1. However, as it is well known, most regressions produce estimates of β ij that are significantly less than 1, and often are negative. Table 2 confirms this stylized fact. The estimates of β ij are either insignificantly different from 0 or significantly negative. It is interesting to note, however, the yield spread between 5-year and 4-year rate predicts the future (4 years ahead) 1-year rate with correct sign and the expectation hypothesis can not be rejected. In fact, as maturity increases, the estimate of β ij tends to increase from negative to positive, suggesting that the expectation hypothesis might hold in longer terms. Table 3 contains correlation coefficients between the expected excess bond returns and a business cycle dummy variable, BC. NBER dates of business cycles are used to distinguish between expansions (BC = 1) and recessions (BC = 0). Excess bond returns are obtained as the differences between holding-period returns (1-month) on long-term bonds (1, 2, . .., 5-year bonds respectively) and the 1-month interest rate. 17 We can see from Table   3 that the correlation coefficients are all negative, which is consistent with the counter-cyclical behavior of risk premiums as documented in Fama and French (1989) . Alternatively we can regress the ex-post excess bond returns on the business cycle dummy and the yield spread of the previous period.
We include the yield spread in the regression because empirical studies have suggested that yield spreads or forward rates contain information about the state variables that drive the interest rates. Again, the regression coefficients on the business cycle dummy variable are all negative and significant, confirming the counter-cyclical property of bond risk premiums. Interestingly, if we don't include the business cycle dummy variable in the regressions, estimates of the coefficient on the yield spread are all positive and significant (not reported in Table 3 ), indicating that yield spreads do forecast bond returns. Once we include the business cycle dummy in the regressions, however, the dummy variable completely drives out the predicating power of yield spreads for bond returns.
Estimation procedure
The econometric methodology we adopt to estimate the term structure model in Proposition 2 is Efficient Method of Moments (EMM) proposed 17 Continuously compounded bond returns are Ht+∆t ≡ −(τ − ∆t)Rt+∆t(τ − ∆t) + τ R t (τ ), where R t (τ ) is the yield on a τ -year bond at time t. Since we don't have data on Rt+∆t(τ − ∆t), we approximate it by Rt+∆t(τ ) for τ ∆t, where ∆t = 1 month. Also note that Corr(E t (H t+∆t ), BC t ) = Corr(H t+∆t , BC t ) under rational expectations.
in Bansal et al (1995) and Tauchen (1996, 2001 ). 18 We assume that there are two distinct regimes (N = 2) for S(t). Therefore (17) and (18) define a system of 3 differential equations that must be solved simultaneously. Under regime shifts, the number of parameters of the model increases quickly with each additional factor. In this paper, we estimate a two-factor version of the model, and fit the model to the 6-month and the
5-year interest rates as in Bansal and Zhou (2002).
Under EMM procedure, the empirical conditional density of the observed interest rates is first estimated by an auxiliary model that is a close approximation to the true data generating process. Gallant and Tauchen (2001) suggests a semi-nonparametric (SNP) series expansion as a convenient general purpose auxiliary model. As pointed out by Bansal and Zhou (2002) , one advantage of using the semi-nonparametric specification for the auxiliary model is that it can asymptotically converge to any smooth distributions (see also Gallant and Tauchen, 1998) , including the density of Markov regimeswitching models. The dimension of this auxiliary model can be selected by, for example, the Schwarz's Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 19 . Table 4 reports the estimation results of the preferred auxiliary semi-nonparametric model. The score function of the auxiliary model are then used to generate moment conditions for computing a chi-square criterion function, which can be evaluated through simulations given the term structure model under consideration. A nonlinear optimizer is used to find the parameter setting that minimizes the criterion function. Gallant and Tauchen (1996) shows that such estimation procedure yields fully efficient estimators if the score function of the auxiliary model encompasses the score functions of the model under consideration.
Without further normalization, however, Dai and Singleton (2000) shows 18 Bansal and Zhou (2002), Bansal, Tauchen and Zhou (2004) are excellent examples of applying EMM to estimate the term structure model under regime shifts. Dai and Singleton (2000) also provides extensive discussions of estimating affine term structure models using EMM procedure. 19 As for model selection for regime switching models (or general Hidden Markov models), Scott (2002) gave an excellent review on limitations of various criteria, including BIC and AIC.
that affine models as the one in Proposition 2 are under-identified. Therefore we restrict in EMM estimation that Θ 1 (S) and λ 1,D are lower triangular matrixes. We also restrict ψ 1 = (1, 0) and fix ψ 0 (S) = 0 so that the instantaneous short-term interest rate r t = x 1,t . In other words we restrict that the first state variable is simply the short-term interest rate. Because of the relation between the regime-switching risk and the transition probabilities as discussed in Section 2.6, we assume that the transition probabilities are not time-varying, therefore we don't force the regime-switching risk to be priced. In other words, we fix h 1 (u, S) = 0. Under these restrictions, the model has 29 parameters. After initial estimation, we further fix at zero those parameters whose estimates are close to 0 and statistically insignificant, and re-estimate the model. The final results are reported in Table   5 .
Discussions
Many empirical models of interest rates that incorporate regime switching are motivated by the recurrent shifts between different phases of the business cycle experienced by the aggregate economy. It is therefore interesting to see how the latent regimes in our model of the term structure of interest rates correspond to the business cycle. Following the approach in Bansal and Zhou (2002), we first compute interest rates of different maturities conditional on each regime,R(t, τ |S t ), using the estimated term structure model reported in Table 5 . An estimate of S t is then obtained by choosing the regime that minimizes the differences between the actually observed interest rates R(t, τ ) andR(t, τ |S t ) or the pricing errors, that is, The point estimates reported in Table 5 confirm that regime-switching indeed seems to be an important feature of interest rate dynamics. For example, according to the estimated parameters, the first factor has a lower long-run level (2.8%) and smaller mean-reverting coefficient (0.1743), hence higher persistence, in Regime 1 than in Regime 2 where the long-run level is 12.89% with a mean-reverting coefficient 0.2150. Since the volatility of the factor is specified to be proportional to its level, these estimates imply that the factor exhibits higher volatility in Regime 2 than in Regime 1. The estimates of σ 0,2 in Regime 1 and Regime 2 suggest that the second factor also has higher volatility in Regime 2 than in Regime 1. These results are consistent with early findings (Ang and Bekaert (2002b) , for example) with regard to the persistence and volatility of interest rates across different regimes. We plot in Figure 3 and 4 the estimated mean yield curve together with the observed average yield curve in both regimes. We also plot in Figure 5 the standard deviations of the estimated interest rates together with the corresponding sample standard deviations in both regimes. We can see that our model fits the yield curve data reasonably well. The yield curve is upward sloping on average in Regime 1 and is flat or slightly downward sloping in Regime 2. Moreover, interest rates are less volatile in Regime 1 than in Regime 2. One stylized fact of the yield curve is that interest rate volatility doesn't seem to attenuate as maturity increases. Figure 5 shows that this non-attenuating volatility is mainly a Regime 1 phenomenon where the volatility is relatively low. On the other hand, in the high-volatility regime (Regime 2), interest rate volatility does decline significantly as maturity increases.
In Table 5 The negative regression coefficients reported in Table 2 terest rates in the present paper has a very flexible specification of bond risk premiums. As Equation (20) shows, the risk premium is time-varying first because it is a function of the underlying state variable X(t) as in the standard affine models. Regime-switching, however, makes the coefficients of the risk premium vary across regimes, therefore adds another source of time-variation. Moreover, our model allows for the regime-switching risk to be priced, therefore introduces a new component to bond risk premiums that is also time-varying. To see how this flexible specification of bond risk premiums helps account for the stylized fact of the term structure of interest rates, we use the estimated model to simulate interest rates of various maturities and run the same expectation-hypothesis regressions as those reported in Table 2 . The results are included in Table 6 . We can see that our model is able to replicate the negative regression coefficients typically found in the literature.
Another stylized fact about the yield curve is that bond risk premiums are typically counter-cyclical as reported in Table 3 . For 1-year to 5-year bonds, the risk premiums are all negatively correlated with the business cycle dummy variable. Moreover, simple regressions of the bond risk premiums on the business cycle dummy variable and the yield spread also produce significantly negative coefficients on the business cycle dummy variable in all cases. The dynamic model of term structure of interest rates in the present paper allows us to estimate the instantaneous expected excess return on a long-term bond based on Equation (20) . We can then compute the the same correlation coefficients as well as the simple regressions as those in Table 3 using the estimated bond risk premiums. The results are reported in Table 7. We can see that the estimated risk premiums of different bonds are highly and positively correlated as in the data. The correlation coefficients between the estimated risk premium and the business cycle dummy variable, however, are all negative and are similar in magnitude to those found in the data. For example, for the 2-year bond, the correlation coefficient is -0.1703 in the data. Using the estimated risk premiums, the correlation coefficient is -0.1680. We also regress the estimated risk premiums on the business cycle dummy variable and the yield spread. As in the data, the regression coefficients on the business cycle dummy variable are all negative and significant (except for the 1-year bond) in Table 7 . A difference, though, is that the yield spread seems to retain its predictive power for bond returns even in the presence of the business cycle dummy variable when the estimated bond risk premiums are used in the regression (Table 7) , whereas the business cycle dummy variable completely drives out the predicating power of yield spreads in the data (Table 3) One interesting question about the term structure models under regime shifts is that whether or not the regime-switching risk is priced. In our model, the market price of regime-switching risk, λ S (u, S, X), is given by λ S (u, S, X) = 1 − e φ(u,S) /e h 0 (u,S) . From the estimates in Table 5 In fact, among all the estimated parameters, φ is the least accurately estimated one. Notice that λ S = 0 when φ(u, S) = h 0 (u, S). With the larger standard errors, we are in fact not able to reject that φ(u, S) = h 0 (u, S), or λ S = 0 in both regimes. The uncertainty regarding the regime-switching risk premiums may have reflected the caveat of affine models under regime shifts as we discussed above. In order to obtain a closed-form solution of the term structure of interest rates in an affine model, we have to restrict the risk-neutral regime-switching probabilities to be constant. This implies that the model would force the regime-switching risk to be priced if the regimeswitching probabilities are allowed to be time-varying under the physical probability measure. In this paper we choose not to impose a non-zero market price of regime-switching risk a prior by using a less general specification of the regime-switching probabilities. Our empirical results suggest that more studies are needed in order to get a better assessment of the regime-switching risk premiums.
Conclusion
Using an analytically simple representation of Markov regime shifts, this It should be noted that the model developed in the current paper is an empirical one. The regimes identified by the model lack clear structural interpretations. Another extension of the present paper is to incorporate the model of the term structure of interest rates into a well specified macroeconomic model with regime shifts. With such a structural model, we will be able to identify and interpret different regimes in terms of macroeconomic fundamentals. These extensions are left for future studies. An * * indicates the estimate is significant at 5% level. .000
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The figure plots the estimated regime-switching risk premiums on the 5-year bond during 1964-2001. The shaded areas are economic recessions dated by NBER.
